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We introduce the need for scholars interested in literacy, geography, and cultural studies to examine the role of English language literacy in shaping assimilation experiences of recent immigrant groups. We consider a case study of English language self-efficacy among ethnic Chinese immigrants in the Philadelphia metropolitan area to suggest how language, place, and economic participation are mutually constructed. We conducted interviews with 21 individuals to gain insights about how they perceived this relationship. We also considered the effects of English language self-efficacy on the geographic extent of their daily activities. Perhaps it is not surprising that those who reported stronger English language skills had larger activity spheres in the metropolitan region. Among those who did not note strong language skills, Philadelphia’s historic Chinatown remained prominent as a place of economic participation and center for daily activities and cultural cohesion. We suggest that more attention to the role of literacy and language self-efficacy is warranted among geographers interested in migration studies, assimilation experiences, and workforce participation issues related to immigrant groups.

Introduction

This paper examines the intersection between English language literacy, place, and immigration by examining how language self-efficacy shapes daily activities among recent ethnic Chinese immigrants in the Philadelphia region. The aim is to gain insights about the continued prominence of Philadelphia’s Chinatown as a destination for recent immigrants and context within which the activities of their new daily lives are managed and negotiated. We also seek to understand why Philadelphia’s Chinatown has been central in the lives of recent immigrants we interviewed, especially in light of the current trend for new immigrants to locate in suburban centers within the Philadelphia region. Finally, we will address how an understanding of the experiences of ethnic Chinese immigrants in Philadelphia relates to community literacy planning and advocacy within the local context of Chinatown. This work is similar to the efforts of Coogan (95), who analyzed African-Americans communities across “material and discursive boundaries” in order to bridge the knowledge disparity between cultural groups surrounding potential communication and literacy issues.

One recent work, *Espejos y Viejos* (Lyons 45), illustrates the need for more thorough examination of the relationship between place, English language use, and literacy among immigrant groups. *Espejos y Viejos* shares English and Spanish language narratives of Mexican immigrants who have moved into the Kennett Square region of Philadelphia. The narratives illustrate the ways in which individuals form community to challenge their marginalization.
from mainstream society through building and using social connections to navigate daily activities in their new settings. It also provides an example of the importance of framing the problems of assimilation in terms of the experiences held among immigrants even though it does not present a view that assimilation or acculturation is beneficial.

We suggest that assimilation processes can be viewed as constructs that immigrant groups encounter and recognize as significant to their individual journeys. We will contribute to the case-study evidence from large urban enclaves of ethnic Chinese through examining how such journeys are shaped by English language use and literacy (Brown and Pannell; Ellis et al. 620; Fang and Brown 137; Newbold; Reardon and Yun 79; Yang). Our work highlights the continued role that large enclaves in traditional urban centers continue to have in context of the assimilation experiences of recent immigrants despite the trends towards a suburbanization of immigration. It also shows the importance of developing approaches to foster community literacy that take into account the ways in which place and literacy are mutually constituted.

We argue that the continued prominence of these enclaves is directly related to self-efficacy with respect to English language use and literacy among recent immigrants. Our approach was to conduct interviews with 21 ethnic Chinese immigrants living in the Philadelphia metropolitan region in order to learn about how English language use and literacy is connected to their movements and geographic choices, or spatiality. Our interviews show that Chinatown is the most important locus of activities among those with the least self-efficacy with respect to English language use and literacy. This underscores the trend for its continued economic and service importance within the region. It also illustrates the importance of documenting experiences of recent immigrants as a basis for examining the intersection of literacy and place. Finally, it illustrates the need for evolving methods to improve community literacy through a careful analysis of place-based experiences and constraints faced by immigrant groups.

The importance of understanding English language use and literacy among recent immigrants

One of the current trends in immigration studies by social scientists is to focus on deepening an understanding of the following aspects of the immigration experience in the United States: (a) assimilation dynamics among immigrant groups into mainstream social, economic and cultural institutions and activities, (b) economic stratification and geographic residential and economic patterns related to immigrant groups, and (c) acculturation of immigrant groups to the supposed ‘American way of life,’ or dominant culture. Place related studies tend to view immigration in terms of their spatial movements or migration experiences in connection to participation in economic systems (Hardwick 163; Light et al. 5; Zelinsky and Lee 282). Another aspect of place studies relates to the empowerment and disempowerment that may be associated with how and where immigrant groups engage in mainstream society (Cravey 357; Logan et al. 299; Pulido 768). Yet other place studies focus...
on changing geographic patterns of immigration, including the trend for new immigrants to move directly to suburban areas (Alba et al. 590; Baldassare 480; Massey 100). Collectively, immigration and place studies have emphasized the importance of place as a context for immigrant experiences. However, less attention has been paid to giving voice to the perceptions of place among immigrants themselves. In particular few studies directly focus on the role that English language use and literacy plays in relationship to immigrant experiences and overall perceptions about the places that comprise their daily activities (Chacko 20; Hornberger 72; Winders).

The specific experiences of ethnic Chinese immigrants living in the Philadelphia metropolitan area serves as an example that can provide insights about the iterative relationship between literacy and spatiality and about assimilation processes. Philadelphia, a city which is home to the third largest Chinatown in the U.S., has been the locus of a long historical pattern of Asian immigration, with ethnic Chinese immigrants comprising the largest group of Asian immigrants during the past century (De Dunn and Paul 415; McGlinn 430; Rovito 20). Cybriwsky (17) and others (Wright et al. 235) have analyzed the urban social geography of some ethnic immigrant groups, and there is a large literature focusing on culture and immigration of various groups who have lived in Philadelphia (McCarthy 80; Taplin et al. 80; Whalen; Wokeck 174). There has been limited attention on the specific experiences of ethnic Chinese immigrants in Philadelphia (Guan 170; Rovito 23). Further, this work has not connected literacy with the spatiality of daily lives as a means analyzing the relationships among the processes of assimilation, socioeconomic mobility, cultural adaptation patterns, and community organization.

Many scholars on immigration have focused on the impact of English language literacy on assimilation and civic engagement processes by examining the communication practices between immigrant and non-immigrant populations. Moss argues that interaction between the two groups is one of the primary driving forces behind how immigrant groups are integrated within mainstream societal structures. They specifically examines the power relations around literacy and societal participation, by examining: (a) who has power, (b) how individuals use language, and (c) how individuals view literacy. The works of Lie (16) and Moss (85) underscore the need for those who research literacy to consider how it fits within the social structure of a given immigrant community. Lie and Moss show that the power structure of society is inherent in the communication process between mainstream and immigrant groups.

Conversely, Canieso-Doronila (50) suggests that one has to look at the social fabric of culture to understand the context within which literacy, learning, and language proficiency have meaning for immigrant groups. She argues that the lingua franca and languages of necessity or privilege within a given society are not necessarily the same. She further notes that this dichotomy can pose a potential problem within immigrant groups, leading to a dearth of community communication skills among immigrant groups. Espenshade and Fu (292) argue that the overarching perception
about immigrant groups by mainstream society is that immigrant groups are unwilling (or unable) to learn and use English. Their study demonstrates that pre- and post-immigration factors, such as duration of stay in a country along with characteristics of specific individuals, gender, education, age, marital status, number of children, and labor force status, play a significant role in the level proficiency an individual may have in literacy of whatever language is used as the lingua franca of mainstream society. Chiswick and Miller (475) Espinosa and Massey (28), have described the importance of gaining language proficiency by immigrant groups as the defining characteristic of their ability to gain socio-economic status in their setting.

Linguistic distance and its impact on language proficiency is another factor that is cited by some scholars as especially relevant to acculturation and assimilation processes (Beenstock et al. 33; Chiswick 149). Linguistic distance is characterized as the deviation between the language commonly used among a given immigrant group and the lingua franca of the mainstream society where they now reside. Geographic distance, or the physical distance of the immigrant’s home country in relationship to their new country of residence, may exacerbate linguistic differences in some cases. For instance, among ethnic Chinese, the root of the language is not Germanic/Romantic-based as is the English language. Espenshade and Fu (290) and Chiswick and Miller (474) would suggest that Chinese dialects have a far linguistic distance between Cantonese Chinese most commonly used by ethnic Chinese immigrants and English used in mainstream society in the United States. In this view, the physical, geographic distance between China and the U.S. is seen as a deterrent to maintaining language use cohesiveness among ethnic Chinese, while simultaneously contributing to the social and geographic isolation among immigrants who do not acquire English language proficiency.

In this view, the physical, geographic distance between China and the U.S. is seen as a deterrent to maintaining language use cohesiveness among ethnic Chinese, while simultaneously contributing to the social and geographic isolation among immigrants who do not acquire English language proficiency.
The persistence of urban ethnic enclaves as a context for daily activities among recent immigrants

Researchers have noted that recent immigrants follow the same patterns of prior generations in forming ethnic islands within the metropolitan areas in order to help one another adjust to a new and alien culture and place (Alba et al. 590). Gilbertson (660) and Stark view the process of immigrant enclaving as a “means of ascent,” or integration into society. Enclaving assuages the integration experience by allowing immigrants to adjust to new societal surroundings through drawing on support from their ethnic community. Zhou and Logan (390) suggest that recent immigrants rely extensively on the ethnic social networks formed in enclaves to navigate social and economic mobility processes within their new surroundings.

The study of ethnic enclaves also involves analyzing suburban settlements. Scholars have noted that suburban enclaves tend to resemble those of the inner city and are forming at increasing rates (Massey 640; Dorsett). Some have suggested that this is due to the purposeful spatial segregation imposed by majority populations in the U.S. along with the ethnic “intradependence” of immigrants (Noble; Portes and Jensen 770). The importance of being able to conduct everyday transactions in Chinese as a contributing factor that accounts for the geographic concentration of people, housing, and businesses in both urban and suburban enclaves. In such settings, English is unnecessary for navigating the activities of daily life among recent immigrants. Espenshade and Fu (288) and Chiswick and Miller (469) go further to suggest that living and transacting in large ethnic enclaves mitigates the exposure and use of English language among recent immigrants. On the one hand, urban enclaves and ethnic social networks facilitate transitions to and survival within, new places. On the other, integration into mainstream society and places is constrained for recent immigrants whose experiences are contextualized within ethnic enclaves (Massey 632; Fang and Brown 140). Further, processes of segregation of recent immigrants to ethnic enclaves by mainstream society reinforce their isolation and limit their acculturation and assimilation experiences as individuals and groups (Fong and Ooka 125).

Kwong (23) focus specifically on the experiences of ethnic Chinese immigrants. They argue that despite the fact that many ethnic Chinese immigrants know and use English to communicate with individuals who are not Chinese, most Chinese living in Chinatowns and surrounding Chinese enclaves in metropolitan areas use Chinese dialects among each other instead of English. They argue that this practice: (a) fosters the development of close-knit structures of families and friends, (b) increases reliance of immigrant ethnic Chinese on each other to adjust to society in the United States reduces the need to speak English, and (c) helps preserve cultural affiliation with their ethnic roots. Goad (2002) observes that ethnic Chinese immigrants in the U.S. are often operatively illiterate in English and remain so for years after they immigrate due to the persistent use of Chinese dialects to communicate within the population of ethnic Chinese in American society.
Study Design

Our aim was to examine how English language use and literacy among ethnic Chinese immigrants in the Philadelphia context is connected to place. We have suggested that a deeper examination of the routine experiences of daily life and perceptions about how language relates to economic and place opportunities and choices is an important factor in the continued importance of urban enclaves and ethnic social networks. We argued that this in turn matters for enhancing community literacy because of the extent to which English language use relates to empowerment for immigrants within employment, education, and civic institutions.

Our study employed a mixed methods approach to assess the role English language use and literacy has on the spatiality and assimilation of ethnic Chinese immigrants in the Philadelphia metropolitan area. We conducted 21 interviews among recent ethnic Chinese immigrants currently living in the Philadelphia metropolitan area in 2006. Interviewees were selected through informal contacts with key informants and service providers living in Philadelphia as well as through at-large calls for participation in the study advertised on fliers and email postings to Chinese community groups and bulletin boards. We chose not to interview more than one member of the same family or social peer group as a means of broadening our understanding of the range of responses from participants. Participants chosen were ethnic Chinese immigrants living within the metropolitan region of Philadelphia between the ages of 18-65. We sought to interview an equal number of males and females. All were physically able to navigate their built environments and urban transportation systems without assistance. Participants needed to be able to understand and respond to questions either in English or with the assistance of interpreters.

Interviewees completed 24 open-ended questions during face-to-face interviews that lasted from 30 minutes to 2 hours (see Figure 1). The interviews were designed to gain information about: (a) self-assessments related to English language literacy and use, (b) perspectives on the relationship between English language literacy and access to education, services and workforce participation (referred to as assimilation processes), and (c) the geographic extent of daily activities. We assessed this information to better understand patterns among the interviewees related to English language use and the locus of daily activities in and around Philadelphia.

Solicited survey information allowed for the study participant’s history related to immigration and acculturation to be understood in relationship to the locations where their activities occur. This information was triangulated with data from secondary sources, such as demographic information from the U.S. Census, informal interviews with key informants involved in providing educational services among ethnic Chinese immigrants living in the Philadelphia area, and archival sources of information. In particular, interacting with key informants involved gaining access to resources to support the study. This included interacting around identifying and selecting
study participants, as well as securing space and interpretation services from community organizations.

Study participants were grouped into three categories from derivative interview information, specifically from questions 10, 12, 13, 14, and 15: low English proficiency (LP), medium English proficiency (MP), and high English proficiency (HP). Figure 2 shows the self-assessed literacy characteristics of each group. The specific questions used to assess English language literacy asked after the primary interview was concluded were: (a) Do you feel comfortable speaking and using English? (b) How literate/proficient do you consider yourself to be in English? (c) How well do you speak English? (d) How well do you read English? (e) How well do you write English? A sum of scores was used to rank the participants into categories.

We used language self-efficacy categories to examine such processes as: (a) intra-urban migration patterns among recent immigrants; (b) the impact of social networks among recent immigrants on measures of assimilation such as employment, education, and accessing social services; and (c) immigrant perspectives on engaging local community decision making processes and the role that the urban-based Chinatown affects ethnic Chinese life in and around the Philadelphia metropolitan area—the between group comparison of such key construct. The information solicited provides us with the evidence necessary to support past research and to project our own theories about community-building, literacy, and migration. Espenshade and Fu’s work is supported in the interviews as pre- and post-immigration factors, as well as the overall strength of centralized Chinatown community, do indeed play significant roles in developing and/or limiting English literacy levels of participants. Further, the interviews support Chen’s, as well as Yu Zhou’s, research by highlighting the use of a Chinese dialect (Cantonese, Mandarin, or any hybrid dialect) in everyday transactions as a contributing factor accounting for the geographic concentration of people, housing, and businesses in Chinatown.

The interviews dictate that English is unnecessary for navigating the activities of daily life among participants, which supports Fang and Brown’s research. Despite the fact that many ethnic Chinese immigrants know and use English to communicate with individuals who are not Chinese, most Chinese living in Chinatowns and surrounding Chinese enclaves in metropolitan areas use Chinese dialects among each other instead of English. Again, they argue that this practice: (a) fosters the development of close-knit structures of families and friends, (b) increases reliance of immigrant ethnic Chinese on each other to adjust to society in the United States reduces the need to speak English, and (c) helps preserve cultural affiliation with their ethnic roots. And, Goad’s arguments on ethnic Chinese immigrants operative illiteracy in English for years after initial immigration is also supported in the interviews. Again, the persistent use of Chinese dialects to communicate within the population of ethnic Chinese in American society, and the social, economic, and cultural influence wielded by Chinatown, creates a situation where English takes a subordinate role in communication.
An important issue to highlight is that historically, Cantonese was the primary dialect used, due to the geographic region where immigrants hailed from, namely Canton. However, Mandarin Chinese is becoming more influential in everyday life in Chinatown. Some of the participants noted that because of this use of two dialects, many times they cannot understand each other. The use of a hybrid dialect called “putong hua”, meaning “common language” to communicate with each other. The most important part of this finding is that Chinese are willing to speak a new Chinese dialect instead of using English. Most, if not all, participants knew putong hua with at least 1/3 claiming it was their primary language. This issue further buttresses the overall argument that the overpowering influence of Chinatown and the cultural cohesion of ethnic Chinese assists in mitigating recent immigrants’ lives here in the United States. Such unity trumps the need to speak with the English speaking population, which is having a negative effect among many immigrants’ spatial activity and ability, or even desire, to assimilate into mainstream society. The Chinatown community is cyclically strengthened by new waves of immigrants choosing to speak other languages besides English. This can either be construed as positive in terms of preserving culture and ethnicity, or negative, where sums of people are systematically disadvantaged in mainstream society due to the initial immigration barriers, including language issues, unfamiliarity in the landscape, or economic disposition. Negatively, the influence of Chinatown allows few immigrants to progress beyond the initial phases of immigration due to the overwhelming influence it has over shaping the pathways how a given immigrant learns English and assimilates into society.

Implications for Future Research

The qualitative analyses of data support the conclusion that English language proficiency ultimately affects assimilation experiences either positively (community-building) or negatively (assimilation stagnation), as indicated above. It also supports the conclusion that geographic extent of activities and community construction is both reflective of and integral to those processes. Our results support Min Zhou’s research on the role that Chinatown plays in the lives of the entire region’s minority population. Also within the confines of this study, Portes & Jensen’s (768) Ethnic Resources Model is given merit as the results indicate that the ethnic enclave plays a larger role in the lives of immigrants than what was previously thought about minority populations of the past.

The differences in activity levels for the 3 participant groups (HIGH, MEDIUM, and LOW) are associated with the level of proficiency of the given group. As suggested at the onset of this study, high proficiency in English results in higher spatial spread (less geographic boundedness, less reliant upon the ethnic community) and low proficiency in English results in lower spatial spread (more geographic boundedness, more reliant upon the ethnic community). There were some variations to these conclusions, particularly among the MP participant outcomes where the geographic distribution of
activity locations did not correspond completely to the trends described by the theory advanced related to acculturation, English Language proficiency and mobility. However, the prime mitigator of this anomaly was the efficiency of the transportation network and ease of public transportation in the Philadelphia metropolitan region.

Based upon the presence of outlier daily activity pattern data (specifically among the MP data), it can be further stated that even the most basic increases in English language proficiency can be associated with an expansion of the geographic distribution of activities. Medium proficiency in English, was associated with accessing locations throughout the metropolitan area. This observation supports the decentralization theory of Massey & Denton (94). They note that in order for an immigrant to be able to extend spatially into the cityscape and surrounding region, that individual must begin the process of raising his/her level of English language proficiency to jumpstart the pattern of movement.

There are three major implications of our study that relate to the development of appropriate community literacy strategies for meeting the needs of the population we worked with. First, we found that there are sharply differing perspectives about place among participants in our study that correspond with level of English language self-efficacy. For instance, it is clear from our interviews that those with greater self-efficacy had fewer geographic constraints and broader movement elasticity within the Philadelphia region. This seemed to translate into better educational and job opportunities as well as a broader array of residential choices. Because of this, we suggest that community literacy programs should reflect the deep connection between literacy and place in the daily lives of immigrants. We call upon advocacy groups to account for this hierarchical split in the population and tailor specific services for each level of English-proficient immigrant groups. For example, for the highly-proficient group, advocacy groups could possibly focus on job interviewing skills and citizenship exams, if needed. For the low-proficiency level, advocacy groups could possibly focus on teaching English and learning life skills not only in Chinatown, but also outside the physical geographic boundaries of the immigrant enclave. The ultimate goal for advocacy groups should be to prepare or assist the individual to adjust to their new environs, but at the same time, help preserve their Chinese culture.

Second, map literacy seems to be an essential component of basic literacy for recent immigrants. We found that the two forms of literacy are mutually reinforcing, that is better ability to read in English related to better ability to read maps and navigate the city and vice versa. Community literacy programs that incorporate the importance of navigating local environments as a component of basic literacy would be of strong benefit to immigrant groups. Finally, participants in our study made intricate decisions about how best to apply their efforts to improve and expand literacy. Many chose to improve skills in mainstream Chinese dialects as opposed to English because of the importance of using a common Chinese dialect within their social and place based networks. We suggest that it is essential for community literacy
programs to understand the constraints immigrants face in navigating multiple ethnic realms in managing their daily lives.

Pre- and post-immigration factors were present in the analysis of the data; however they did not play the role that was first suspected in the beginning of the study. The amount of time spent study participants had lived in the United States tended to equate with engagement of English. However, there were no significant differences in the length of residence in the U.S. and English Language proficiency among the LP, MP and HP groups. However, some significant differences were found on an individual basis; for instance, there is some outlier data where participants had 30 or 45 years of living experience here in the United States and the rest of the given proficiency group having single-digit values for the amount of years spent here in the US. Therefore, time spent in the host society does affect the proficiency levels of the individuals.

And those with higher proficiency levels were overall more educated than those with lower proficiencies, a finding that is consistent with prior research. Outlying observations included three examples of LPs having 20, 25, and 27 years of formal schooling. Education does play a role in the advancement of language skill accruegment, but this study points out that a large social network support system can remedy the language barrier and provide Chinese dialect services to the individuals, thus negating the immediate need to learn the dominant-tongue. This was found among participants in all three proficiency groups. For example, participants I-20 and I-21 expressed their on the support system of the ethnic Chinese community in the area where they live.

The influence of Philadelphia's Chinatown is still very strong in the ethnic Chinese minority population. All groups - LP, MP and HP - frequented Chinatown for food, culture, groceries, recreation, spiritual services, and/or social consultation. The fact that the majority of daily activity locations among LP participants are located in Chinatown and its vicinity suggests that the historical importance of Chinatown is still significant. Chinatown continues to be a center for self-efficacious, constantly regenerating, self-supporting social and economic systems among the study participants.
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